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Abstract

A divergence of values has become apparent in recent debates between conservationists who focus on ecosystem services that can improve human well-being and those who focus on avoiding the extinction of species. These divergent points of view fall along a continuum from anthropocentric to biocentric values, but most conservationists are relatively closer to each other than to the ends of the spectrum. We have some concerns with both positions but emphasize that conservation for both people and all other species will be most effective if conservationists focus on articulating the values they all share, being respectful of divergent values, and collaborating on common interests. The conservation arena is large enough to accommodate many people and organizations whose diverse values lead them to different niches that can, with good will and foresight, be far more complementary than competitive.

Introduction

Skepticism and debate are hallmarks of vigorous science, but in conservation science we also must contend with differences in the values that underlie conservation goals. Recently, these differences have surfaced in the pages of Conservation Biology with Michael Soule’s editorial criticizing “new conservation” and responses (Soule 2013; also see Kareiva et al. 2012; Kareiva & Marvier 2012; Doak et al. 2013; Cafaro & Primack 2014; Kareiva 2014 [this issue]; Marvier 2014; Soule 2014 [this issue]). This exchange brings to the fore the fact that conservationists often argue about their practices without discussing the values underlying their positions (e.g., Callicott 1990). Here we consider the continuum from anthropocentrism to biocentrism and what it means for conservation practice (Meine 2004). At one end of the continuum, people who are strongly anthropocentric care only about the welfare of humanity; all
other species are resources to be exploited. They would be content in a world dominated by domestic species as long as there was sufficient food, water, and oxygen and whatever other elements of nature are necessary to provide people with healthy, happy lives. Conversely, people who are strongly biocentric consider *Homo sapiens* no more intrinsically important than any other species. Because of the overwhelming threats people pose to other species, biocentrist would prefer a world with a far lower human population living lifestyles that greatly reduced humanity’s impact on wild species, even if it compromised their material well-being.

By describing these furthermost ends of the continuum, it becomes apparent that Soule leans toward the biocentric pole while Kareiva and Marvier are closer to the anthropocentric pole, but that they are much closer to one another than to either of the poles. Indeed, we believe their niches within the conservation movement are close and complementary, which should not be surprising given that they all explicitly say they value biodiversity. We begin by distilling the opinions expressed by these writers, characterizing them collectively as the anthropocentrists and the biocentrists. We emphasize that these writers only trend toward different ends of the values continuum and that we are trying to present fair portraits, not caricatures. In presenting these characterizations we also share some of our concerns related to their differences. We focus on the arguments that have been presented to the readers of *Conservation Biology* even though they have a fairly strong North American-centric perspective, reflecting conservation as it has unfolded on a continent that still harbors large areas of uninhabited land (in sharp contrast to Europe and most of Asia). Similarly, conservation is shaped by the economic well-being of its inhabitants, and in this respect the U.S. and Canada are different from many developing countries.

**Anthropocentric conservationists**

To place Kareiva and Marvier on the anthropocentric-biocentric continuum requires some triangulation. On the one hand, some of their statements are clearly anthropocentric; for example, “For me at least, the rights of people for self-determination take supremacy over any species or biodiversity tally. It is my job as a conservation scientist to find the ways that people can indeed come first and while biodiversity can also be protected” (Kareiva 2009). On the other hand, they indicate that existence values constitute an ecosystem service and thus as long as people know about a particular species and value its existence, then it merits conservation (Marvier 2014). Taken in aggregate they are certainly more anthropocentric than Soule, and based on at least one of their papers (Kareiva et al. 2012), they may well be more anthropocentric than most conservation biologists. Regardless of their exact priorities, Kareiva and Marvier’s goal of achieving more biodiversity conservation by expanding the constituency for conservation is certainly an attractive idea that we support. We also agree that a key way to accomplish this is to seek approaches to conservation that generate outcomes that benefit both people and nature (see Turner et al. 2012). This is certainly not a new endeavor; it has long been the basis for conservation in Europe and has also been central to North American conservation for over a century (Leopold 1931).

We are concerned, however, that the anthropocentrists seem to embrace the viewpoint of some ecosystem ecologists who focus almost entirely on the emergent properties of ecosystems such as productivity and stability. This position minimizes the perspective of ecologists and
evolutionary biologists who focus on species, especially the rates of local extirpations and global extinctions. Both ecosystem-focused and species-focused activities certainly have a role in conservation (Likens & Lindenmayer 2012). However, there is an important distinction: many highly degraded ecosystems can recover, at least partially, from disturbance, sometimes in a surprisingly short period, but species do not recover from extinction. The anthropocentrists’ anecdote about the loss of American chestnuts (Castanea americana) from the forests of eastern North America is illustrative (Kareiva et al. 2012). They emphasize the apparent resilience of the forest ecosystem rather than the loss of a species that was of great value as a source of timber and other goods for people and as a food source for many species. This leads to a related concern.

Anthropocentrists put enormous emphasis on instrumental values, which they generically call *ecosystem services* thus emphasizing the link to ecosystem processes. This inevitably diminishes the importance of species with less instrumental value, such as the half dozen or so species of moths associated with chestnut forests that are now extinct (Orwig 2002). This is problematic for biocentrists who believe all species have intrinsic value. The idea of intrinsic value is challenging for some ethicists (Justus et al. 2009), but it is firmly embraced in both scientific and policy circles, including by the people who put intrinsic value in the very first words of the Convention on Biological Diversity (http://www.cbd.int/convention/text/default.shtml): “The Contracting Parties, conscious of the intrinsic value of biological diversity …” Similarly, if one focuses strongly on demonstrable instrumental values, the idea of potential value – the not-yet-realized or not-yet- known value biodiversity may have to future generations – would have relatively less weight (Ibrahim et al. 2013).

We are also concerned that strongly emphasizing conservation activities that generate major gains for people necessarily may mean concentrating efforts in places near people, with little activity focused on remote areas (>100 km from population centers), where there are considerable opportunities for high biodiversity gains at relatively low cost. With important exceptions including carbon sequestration projects, which can help manage global atmospheric carbon wherever they are located, provision of most ecosystem services may often be more efficient if located relatively close to population centers. For example, the classic model of ecosystem services, protecting watersheds to assure clean, abundant water for human use, will usually not generate conservation activity far beyond the nearest city or agricultural region. This issue is particularly worrisome because the constraints on conservation activity (e.g., land prices) are often much greater where population densities are higher. Imagine choosing between investing a fixed sum of money in a 1000 ha watershed close to a city of a million people versus using that money to conserve a 10,000 ha watershed where only a few hundred people live. All other things being equal, biocentrists would surely choose the larger, remote watershed, but anthropocentrists would usually choose the one where more people would benefit. They believe that by choosing the urban watershed, the conservation community can move beyond a zero sum game by enlisting new supporters (notably water utilities in this case). There is some evidence to support this as measured by funding sources (Goldman et al. 2008).

We are also dismayed by anthropocentrists who anger many traditional supporters of conservation (conservation professionals, outdoor enthusiasts, naturalists, and philanthropists) by
criticizing iconic ideas in some of their writings, notably the importance of setting aside reserves (Kareiva et al. 2012). While we acknowledge that the creation of reserves has sometimes had negative outcomes for local people, this issue is being addressed (Springer et al. 2010). Anthropocentrists also have criticized attempts to control invasive exotics; they celebrate “rambunctious gardens” rather than seeing novel ecosystems, however inevitable, as examples of biological and cultural loss (Marris 2011). We are not opposed to examining traditional strategies in the light of new data and insights, but if the anthropocentrists were more diplomatic they could challenge conventional thinking without evoking such strong reactions.

**Biocentric conservationists**

Soule is well known among conservation biologists, in part because of his eloquent writing: “Is the sacrifice of …natural productivity, beauty, and diversity prudent, even if some human communities and companies might be enriched? No. The worth of nature is beyond question and our obligation to minimize its gratuitous degradation is no less” (Soule 2013). To understand Soule’s biocentric nature and his criticism of Kareiva and Marvier’s so-called new conservation one needs to realize that his definition of conservation differs from the word’s earliest roots in a natural resource context. When the forester Gifford Pinchot imported the word from food science, the key idea was to carefully manage natural resources for the equitable benefit of many people, including future generations (Callicott 1990). For Soule, conservation is first and foremost about preserving biodiversity, especially species endangered with extinction, and the main tool for this is establishing reserves. We strongly agree that careful management of endangered species and ecosystems is often best done by preserving them in reserves, but conservation for many species and ecosystems may involve carefully using them for human benefit.

Some prominent biocentrists offer a bold vision, a planet in which at least 50% of the land area is devoted to wild nature (Noss et al. 2012; also see Caro et al. 2012). We, however, think it is unrealistic to expect to create such a world given the growing population of people, most of whom aspire to greater levels of consumption, and the pervasive global impacts of human activity (Rockstrom et al. 2009). More importantly, we are concerned that advocates for such scenarios will be marginalized as misanthropic. Fifty percent or more may be achievable in some parts of the world (such as western North America and the marine, polar, and boreal realms [McCauley et al. 2013]), but it seems highly improbable in most of Asia and Europe and significant parts of Africa, Australia, and the Americas. Perhaps advocating such a high percentage has some heuristic value, but if it damages the credibility of conservation scientists, what will have been accomplished?

While we were glad that Soule brought these issues to the pages of Conservation Biology, we were concerned that he called out a few U.S.-based organizations, most conspicuously The Nature Conservancy, among the many organizations (e.g., Conservation International and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature) that have placed more emphasis on ecosystem services in recent years. We believe it would have been preferable to respond to Kareiva and Marvier’s provocative ideas in a manner that did not diminish the public reputation of any of the world’s biodiversity conservation organizations.
The role of science

Both the anthropocentrists and the biocentrists challenge each other’s interpretation of the science underlying conservation, but it is important to realize that they are arguing about what broad lessons for conservation can be derived from science. Whatever the outcome of such arguments, we are somewhat concerned that such debates increase the temptation to extrapolate from generic scientific results to specific conservation decisions (see Jones & Schmitz [2009] cited by Kareiva et al. [2012]; also see Whittaker 2010). For example, imagine a compilation of studies on the efficacy of fish lifts at dams that indicated that X% of fish lifts allow Y% of migratory fish species to remain within the natural range of variability of their pre-dam population levels. Would that overarching information really be central to the decision to dam a particular river, especially if one of those fish species is threatened with extinction and the percentage of successful lifts is below 95% or some other comfort level? How large a risk of extinction or a major decline should decision makers accept? Claims from both poles (e.g., “I like the odds so let’s roll the dice.” vs. “Any risk is too great.”) are extreme and impractical for decision making (Salafsky & Redford 2013). And of course the role of scientists is only estimating risk; decision makers will decide what is acceptable. Finally, while we certainly support scientific research, including meta-analyses, we do not think that arguments about interpretation of science can resolve arguments over values (Burgman & Lindenmayer 1998).

Respect and Collaboration

The conservation community is made up of an ever-changing mix of individuals with diverse values and has increasingly brought into its fold people from different backgrounds, including economics, policy, and public health. Some lean toward biocentrism, some toward anthropocentrism, some are comfortable as centrists, and many change as their experiences and perspectives evolve, often becoming more inclusive. Conservation organizations themselves match this mix with values that vary widely, from Greenpeace, with its stronger biocentrism, to the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), with its stronger anthropocentrism, for example. Some organizations have distinct niches defined, in part, by their place on the anthropocentric to biocentric continuum: certainly there would be little overlap between the often confrontational tactics of Greenpeace and the sustainable forestry programs of UNDP. Other groups, especially larger ones like The Nature Conservancy and Worldwide Fund for Nature, have a diverse portfolio of activities driven by a wide spectrum of values. And like individuals, groups can also change their values and strategies over time. All of this plays out in the context of particular conservation problems, and these vary enormously both spatially (among ecosystems, regions, and nations) and temporally (consider the advent of the climate-change issue). Whenever, wherever it is undertaken, conservation for both people and all other species will be most effective if we focus on articulating the values we share, being respectful of divergent values, and collaborating on common interests. The conservation arena is large enough to accommodate many people and organizations whose diverse values lead them to different niches that can, with good will and foresight, be far more complementary than competitive.
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